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Abstract: This is the contents of a talk by O. L. presented at the 35th International
Symposium Ahrenshoop in Berlin, Germany, 26{30 August 2002. It is argued that the
(NS-sector) superstring eld equations are integrable, i. e. their solutions are obtainable
from linear equations. We adapt the 25-year-old solution-generating \dressing" method
and reduce the construction of nonperturbative superstring congurations to a specic
cohomology problem. The application to vacuum superstring eld theory is outlined.
1 Zero-curvature and linear equations (old tools)
The flatness of a gauge connection A,1
The situation changes when a linear parametric dependence on some  2 CP 1 is
introduced,
The extended linear system associated with (??) is
2 Single-pole ansatz
The simplest non-constant meromorphic function possesses a single pole. The correspond-
ing ansatz,2
It turns out that all information resides in eqs. (??) and (??). Since their left hand
sides are independent of , the poles at = and =−1= of their right hand sides must
be removable. Putting to zero the residues in (??) yields algebraic relations,
§corresponding author : lechtenf@itp.uni-hannover.de
1We suppress the spacetime coordinate dependence throughout.
2This is an essential building block in the “dressing method”, a solution-generating technique invented by [3, 4] and
developed by [5].
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3 String fields (new uses)
The complete structure presented so far carries over almost verbatim to string eld theory.
Instead of being Lie-group or Lie-algebra valued, our objects now are interpreted as string
elds and are to be multiplied via Witten’s star product [6] (which we suppress). More
precisely, the unextended situation (??) and (??) corresponds to the cubic open bosonic
string [6], with d 7! Q (the BRST operator) and A having ghost number one. The linear
system (Q+A)Ψ = 0 yields only trivial solutions to the string eld equation of motion,
QA+A2 = 0.
Surprisingly, the extended case (??) and (??) can be mapped onto the NS sector of
cubic open superstring eld theory [7], by d 7! Q and d˜ 7! 0. Here, 0 denotes the graded
commutator action of the zero mode of , which emerges from bosonizing the worldsheet
supersymmetry ghosts via γ =  eϕ and  = e−ϕ@. The NS string eld A carries ghost
number one and picture number zero and lives in the \large Hilbert space" (including 0).
Consequentially, its equations of motion [8, 9] are
It is known that Q()  0+Q has zero cohomology in the large Hilbert space.
Therefore, we can get all solutions to (??) from a \linear superstring system" [11],
4 Ghost-picture modification
Our \master equation" (??) has a flaw: It is inhomogeneous in picture number because
0 lowers the picture by one unit. Therefore, any solution Ψ is an infinite sum over all
picture sectors (requiring an extension of standard superstring eld theory), unless we
modify our equation by introducing a picture-raising multiplier,
5 Shifting the background
We may view solving (??) as \dressing" the vacuum solution,
6 Tachyon vacuum superstring fields
Of particular interest is the structure of (super)string eld theory around the (NS) tachyon
vacuum. Let us suppose the latter can be reached as A1 within our ansatz. It happens
to be useful to redene the fluctuations around A1 by
Assuming [14] that the vacuum string elds describing D-branes factorize,
Let us briefly expand on the last remark. From
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7 Outlook
The \linearization" of the superstring eld equations provides us with a new window to
nonperturbative superstring physics. The ideas presented here are just the beginning.
Among future developments one may consider
 the construction of nontrivial classical string elds (A6=0)
 the precise relation with noncommutative solitons (in the Moyal basis)
 the generalization to the multi-pole ansatz for Ψ()
 the interpretation of solutions (as D-branes?) and their moduli 
 the computation of energy densities, tensions, etc. for a given solution
 the analysis of fluctuations around constructed classical congurations
 the extension to the Ramond sector
First steps have been made in [18].
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